Abstract The effect of conelations in neural networks is investigated by wnsider@g biased input and output palm'" Statistical mechanics is applied @ study training times and intend potentials of the MINOVER and ADALME leaming algorithms. For the latter, a direet extension to generalization abilify is obtained. Comparison with computer simulations shows good apemen1 with theoretical predictions.
Introduction
.The methods of statisticalm6chanics have been extensively used in the quantitative analysis of neural networks. An interesting feature is the network's perfomance during the leaming phase. We shall consider here two training algorithms in particular. For the ADALINE algorithm, the dynamical evolution of the G n i n g error and the generalization, error have been studied 18, IO]. For the MINOVER algorithm, the distribution of leaming times has been computed [Ill.
However, the dynamics were obtained for the simplest case of randomly chosen, uncorrelated patterns only. A question first put fonvard by Gardner [6] in the context of storage capacities is the effect of correlation between pattems. Gardner found that the storage capacity of the optimal network rises monotonically and continuously from cr, = 2 for random patterns to a, = 00 for fully correlated patterns. Here, we shall investigate output and generalization ermm for correlated pattems in the ADALINE algorithm. ' In contrast to ~ardner's result for the (static) storage capacity, for the ADALINE algorithm we will find a discontinuous jump in the dynamical behaviour of the eiror decay for any finite coirelatiou. This will lead us to a recalculation of typical time constants.
For the MINOVER algorithm, we^ shall calculate the distribution of leaming times. Furthermore, we^ investigate the effect of redundancy of information. The information capacity of a set ofpatterns decreases as the pattems become more correlated; as a result, the errors decrease faster. We will show, however, that agiven information cannot be leamt any faster by introducing redundancy, i.e. by spreading it over a larger set of correlated pattems. 
The model
We consider a single-layer perceptron with input patterns c p = (er, . . . ,e{) and desired outputs ('targets') r@ = ( r r , . . . , r:). The output at site i for pattern p is given by ur(t f 1) = si&h:(c)) ( 
1)
where is the post-synaptic field of pattern p. In general, this describes a feedfonvard network. If
[e@) = ( T P J , however, input and output units become identical, i.e. we then consider an autoassociative network. Our formalism can thus be applied to both network types.
An autoassociative network will be a fixed point of the dynamics (I) if
$,?h:(t) > 0
Vi, p.
It was suggested [9] that larger values of the 'internal potential' r/'(f)hf"(t) represent stronger embedding of the pattem 1.1, we shall therefore also investigate the potential distribution.
Following Gardner, we impose a correlation between the pattems by choosing all of them to have a bias. To distinguish input and output, we let the input bias be mi,,, the output bias mOyr. The $' , rr are then independent random variables with distribution 
The MINOVER algorithm
To date fast algorithms have been developed which allow the learning of a set of inputoutput relations in perceptrons [3, 13] . Nevertheless the simplest learning strategy that can be implemented in perceptrons is given by the famous perceptron learning algorithm of Rosenblatt. As a variant of this algorithm, the MI"m algorithm was introduced by,Krauth and Mezard [9] . It optimizes the so-called stability of the patterns and has the advantage that an analytical treatment of its dynamics is possible. Numerical simulations show that the results are also good approximations to the standard perceptron learning algorithm.
The MINOVER algorithm lifts the worst internal potential higher than any required internal potential U, c.fi" = t,!'hp c.
This equation, normalized by IJI = &j", J;, gives the stabilim
. .
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The dormalization is necessary since otherwise a global enlargement of J will have the effect of raising A. The MINOVER algorithm proceeds in finding, in each timestep, the pattem p with minimal f;". The couplings are then modified according to a Hebbian rule, 8Jjj = ( f / N ) r r $ ; , in parallel for all output nodes i . Starting from an empty network (Jij = 0). it was shown to converge in a finite number of steps, maximizing for c -+ 00 the stability A, i.e. maximizing the normalized internal potential for the worst embedded pattern p. Therefore, the MINOVER algorithm reaches the maximally possible stability limit given by Gardner~ 161. This stability limit can neither be exceeded by the introduction of a~threshold nor by choosing a'different representation for the pattems: first, Gardner [6] has shown that, for biased patterns,~the.effect of any threshold is compensated for by a corresponding bias in the couplings Jij. Second, for an alteration of the representation of patterns from c, ? = ( + I , -1) (equations (4) and (5)) to U; = (1,O). where U; = O.S(g:+l)
and m(v') = 0.5(m(E') + 1) are changed accordingly, the weight vector J in the old representation can be mapped onto the weight vector in the new representation, which involves a shift in the neuron activity threshold as well. However, since we have just indicated that the Gardner limit is insensitive to the threshold, this will not affect the maximally possible stability.
For algorithms which do not reach the Gardner stability limit, the chosen representation will, however, affect the network performance all components equal to 1, we can write in pattem space f = C z S l .
(1 1) From (7). we define a Hamiltonian assuming C is invertible in the last step. If this is not the case, a corresponding condition can always~ be imposed by Lagrange multipliers, leaving our result unaltered. The calculation of the normalized learning times x, now results in the minimization of (12) 
Dz'strihution of learning times
We now proceed to calculate the probability w(x)& that for arbitrary but fixed p, x, has values between x and x + dx. Thus
where the average is over patterns [rJ and [E") with distribution (4), (5). 
Introducing replicas, this form will be obtained in the limit n +. In the (B + bo) limit, this becomes independent of k, which means the w terms do not contribute to g(k). Now we linearize the remaining quadratic term in the exponential by auxiliary fields &:
The last term does not contribute to the result in the limit B + bo and can therefore be omitted. Comparison with the quadratic form in the original Hamiltonian (12) shows that the J s introduced here are proportional to the components of the perceptron vector J.
Insertion into (18) yields (21) The last term in the exponential (21) is of order l/n and factorizes in U and j .
We may therefore perform the average with respect to (e) with distribution (4), keeping terms to second order in I / n . Higher-order terms do not contribute to the result in the thermodynamic limit [7] . The exponential is then Considering the U summations, we see that only terms with U = p contribute to the exponent for n + 0. We introduce order parameters and enforce them by 6 functions. Linearizing the last squared sum by a Gauss integration over an auxiliary field z, and assuming replica symmetry, the integrand then reads Again, the i , integrations contribute for a = 1 a special term # 0 to the integral. They are coupled with z and h, integrations. The remaining variables of integration are Ji.. the order parameters and their conjugate fields. Since these variables are not coupled to the i, integrations, they provide a constant factor in the exponential and can therefore be neglected. Performing the n + 0 limit, we are then left with where Dz is the Gaussian measure (dz/-/%)e-?I' and
Performing the fi integrations, and introducing
The H functions will differ from each other in the ,9 -+ w limit only for z + i\(lmi.Mt) =-0. We shall therefore split the z interval:
(2% with A = p ( Q -q)/q and p(t) after (5).
The parameters A, z\ and mi,,M have to be taken in the thermodynamic limit, i.e. at the saddle point of (17). Note that M always appears with me, reflecting that any input bias mi, is compensated for by a variation of the order parameter M . We will therefore write fi instead of mhM in the following. The saddle point has to be taken in (21). omitting the term kfi,,. We can directly apply Gardner's result [6] for fi and A, since in both cases we extremize the exponential under constraints given by corresponding 0 functions.
A comparison yields identical equations for hum + k t ) &fi + 1; A M A. The corresponding equations do not depend on the input bias mi,,:
The two equations (30). (31) for the order parameters A, fi, can be solved numerically.
The third-order parameter can also be obtained from ~Gardner's results 161, in one line with the total leaming time, which is given by a ( x ) = ( l~/ N ) (~~= l x v ) z v ,~. For xu t 0, however, the intemal potential after learning is 1 = fu =-CL=, C,x,; Multiplying yields a ( x ) = (l/N)(x,,,xv'CYCLxCL) = ( 2 / N ) ( H ) . At the saddle point, H is given by 
Internal potentials
The distribution of internal potentials 6(f) = @(f -f,)) can now easily be evaluated in this framework. Again, we consider the Fourier transformation i(&) = (e'kf@). Evaluating the thermodynamic average (17). and rewriting the 0 functions as integrals over 6 functions, we earlier forced f, = h,. Thus the previous calculation directly gives an analogue to (25), The average intemal potential (figure 4) is then given by use of (34) and (38)
The . $ea of correlations in neural network
The Fourier transformation of f ( k ) gives the potential distribution: stored more stably (smaller learning times, higber internal potentials) than their negative counterparts. This seems plausible from an investigation of the high-bias limit: for mh, moYt close to 1, most of the components of J will be positive. Thus most ( 5 = 1) pattems wiU satisfy the potential condition (11) automatically (high Po), leaving the adjusting of the weights to the (t = -1) pattems. However, since their proportion is small, the total leaming time decreases with the bias. Due to the easy embedding of all positiveoutput patterns, they will commonly satisfy the potential condition with f just slightly larger than I. Thus (f) decreases with maul, and for mmt -f 1, ( f ) + 1.
Finally, we investigate whether in an autoassociative network (mj,, = mout = m), a given information can be learnt faster by distribution into a larger number of biased patterns. The total information contained in a set of p = aN biased pattems with N bits is given by Itatag = N Z I , where the information capacity (41)). we solve for the total learning time (n) (equation (32)) with the conditions (30), (31) . (41)). The result is given for three different information capacities in figure 6 , showing that the total leaming time always increases with bias m. A 'minimal' representation of information in unbiased patterns which has no redundancy is therefore favourable for fast learning. However, the embedding of information will be weaker than in the biased case. 
If we draw the output from a set of r,, with constraint xi=, r, = pmM, Z2 is fixed, and we can compute E ( r ) exactly. Inserting (54) and (55) into (53). we obtain the coefficients au, ba needed for (52). The final result then is
For non-vanishing input and output bias, we face the contribution of a large eigenvalue of order N to the training error, which was not present in the unbiased case [8]. Wile the first eigenvalue broadens into a spectrum, we will see that the large eigenvalue remains isolatedly present in the general case, forcing us to choose a gain parameter y of order 1/N to ensure convergence.
General. choice of patterns
We rewrite the ermr decay (43) with the help of two identities. First, we shall use that for a real interval of integration and small q,
In the following, we leave the small imaginary part as understood and omit q. Then we obtain, using a method similar to that outlined in [12] , for real U, dAAz'Im(ur(Al -B)-'u}. we would obtain
This will be relevant later to study the (mOut = 0) behaviour of E(r), for which we also
After computing the saddle point (SP) with respect to the set of parameters {q, 4, r, F], keep all 'small' factors of 0(1/N) for the moment we derive the argument of the integral (59):
~.
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with rsp given by After insertion of rsp from (72) into (71). we obtain imaginary parts (i), denoted It, due to mots of negative numbers; and (ii), denote& by I,, via 8 functions, due to zero
We find a spectrum of II terms in the interval i l < i , e &, where x1.2 = y(1 T~Jr;)Z.
(73)
In this region,, for mi, = 0, . Since for 01 # 1, i i . 2 >'O, the denominator of I1 remains non-zero. We may thus compute I2 more easily by changing the variable of integration to rsp = i(i), given by (72). excluding the I I interval by this transformation:
We obtain poles of the integrand at
The transformation mapped the large eigenvalue to rz. It now becomes clear that we had to keep terms~of 0 ( 1 / N ) in the calculation, otherwise we would have lost rz in the contour of integration. . obeying (79) . we obtain exactly the large eigenvalue given in (56). This follows since correlations between patterns are of order O(l/fi), leaving the large eigenvalue correct to O(l)t.
(81)
Before omitting O(lmi,l-I / r a and expressions of order U ( I / N ) relative-to the leading terms, we shall have a closer look at the distribution of outputs. With condition (69).
we had to replace m L by (70) in our ksults, yielding a prefactor to the large eigenvalue term mkt + cJ((1 -m : " t ) / f i ) . with theoretical predictions. As mentioned earlier, for mi, = 0.1 the large eigenvalue could not be encountered. Since we are evaluating decay times of U ( I / N ) , simulations cannot be expected to be in excellent agreement with theory, but they prove to be within the error bounds.
In both mi. = 0 and mi. # 0 cases, E, -@(a -1) resembles the fact that, for E, = 0 to be obtained, conditions (43) are a N linear~equations for N variables 4, which can be satisfied only for a 6 1.
3 : Internal potentials
Finally, we shall calculate the distribution of internal potentials after learning for (Y > 1. Choosing the Hamiltonian (43), we evaluate w ( f ) = (S(f f,)) by the characteristic function .
.
We proceed exactly as in section 3, deriving order parameters from the partition function
The result is
In figure 8, we choose parameters (Y = 8, mm = 0.6 to distinguish the two Gaussian peaks. Simulation and theory are in good agreement, especially considering that with four runs at N = 50, the sample data are small. Again, the internal potentials are independent of the input bias. For a -+ 1, w ( f ) + S(f -l), showing that the N equations (43) . . algorithm after learning. Retuming to discrete time steps, we write this as a vector in sites i:
where we started with an empty network J(t = 0) = 0. in the end, which will transform a into a-l. Due to the distribution (4), there is no problem associated with the interchange 6; + 6j. Finally, the leading factor a-' which scaled E ( t )
has to be removed. This procedure leads us to replace in (65) if we scale lulz =-N after p ++ j exchange. In (M), however, the replacement leads to E xi=, T~ + E xi=, U + T~ E xi=, up, and we can formally reinterpret mout as the bias of U , i.e. after p cf j exchange, we define
As in (70), the typical product (u,u,) will again'attain a variance of O(l/fi), leading to a non-vanishing, large eigenvalue term even for ri = 0. The resulting generalization error now follows directly from (84). whichislessthaninthecaseofunbiasedpattems. From (99), one concludes that generalization becomes best for those 'teachers' pointing in an allpositive (or all-negative) direction of U space. Note that in previous works on generalization, the input was unbiased and therefore the results were independent of a specific teacher due to spherical symmetry. Here, with this symmetry broken, the result depends on the task to be learnt. If the teacher and the examples are biased, the learning updates add coherently in the teacher's direction. Note that this results in a smaller generalization error than in the unbiased case, even though for fixed a the information content of the biased patterns is smaller than in the unbiased case (equation (41)). At first sight, this results seems counterintuitive since generalization improves upon the presentation of less information in the pattems. However, the fact that the presented pattems me biased can already be regarded as additional information in itself, since it evokes a biased perceptron vector J constructed in the leaming process. Any pattern bias will produce the mentioned learning updates which are coherent with the teacher, hence the difference in generalization errors after learning (equations (99) and (100)). This clearly shows the inRuence of the teacher in the learning problem.
Outlook
We discuss whether and how the effects of correlation presented in this paper can be taken into account by possible modifications to the learning algorithms.
For the MINOVER algorithm, we have seen in section 3 that the effect of correlation is marginal. Therefore, there is no need to alter the learning procedure.
For the ADALINE algorithm, we have found the learning times to be proportional to N for biased pattems, regardless of whether the patterns are classified according to a given output, or whether the classification is done by a rule. The investigation of fixed cross correlation had already indicated that this behaviour is due to the appearance of a large eigenvalue of order O(N) in the spectrum of the correlation matrix. This effect has been observed in the calculations for a general choice of patterns as well.
Thus the aim of possible modifications to the ADALINE algorithm must be to remove this large eigenvalue. We expect that by constructing weights (in the spirit of Amit et al [I] ) from pattems which are shifted by their input bias, the resulting modification of equation (45) would yield this removal and lead to reduced learning times. One then has to investigate whether a different representation of the pattems, as indicated in section 3, can enhance their stability. Furthermore, note that the storage capacity realized by ADALINEtype algorithms is always CY, = I since a linear system of equations (42) has to be solved, therefore no increase in the storage capacity is possible by a modification of the algorithm or the pattern representation.
Clearly, such investigations are beyond the scope of this paper. We hope that the results obtained and the ideas expressed will, in the future, generate suitably constructed modifications to gradient descent algorithms like ADALINE, which are adapted to sets of correlated pattems.
